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This dissertation， with the individuals in the society as the study object 
and based on the basic characteristics of individuals ，  systematically 
demonstrates the premise and foundation of setting up competitive market 
system， illustrates the necessity of individual’s choice of competitive system， 
therefore indirectly demonstrating the historic inevitability of China’s reform 
and opening to the world and setting up market economy system. This 
dissertation systematically retrospects the evolution of traditional competition 
theory. In addition to the material wealth and labor and their monetary form as 
the main object of competition mentioned in the Western Economics， this 
dissertation also demonstrates the existence of competition for labor， 
especially for institution rules， and points out that the competition for labor 
and institution rules is the more essential form and contents for competition 
than persuading for profits. Thus the competition， while taking corporations 
as the main body for profits， is extended to the competition for human 
resources and internal rights inside corporations. Moreover， by combining the 
wealth value with the evolution of institutional rules， the dissertation points 
out that the change of institution rules means the redistribution and 
redefinition of wealth. Thus it concludes that to seek for favorable institution 
rules in modern competition which will brings the competition advantage and 
favorable wealth distribution pattern has been the inevitable selection of 
people. And the balance between powers determines the establishment of rules. 
In fact， institution rules are not often the result of equal negotiations， but 
determined by predominant interest groups. Thus， both the formation and the 














At the end， the dissertation further examines the competitive behaviors in 
certain economy organizations and political organizations. In labor markets， 
the employer and the employee make a competitive negotiation on salary; and 
they rival with each other on laboring (i.e. Marx’s labor hour) after entering 
the firm， so promotion system and salary system for ordinary staff and annual 
income system for managers determine the efficiency and competition power 
of a firm. In political organizations， due to the redistribution and redefinition 
of interests through lawmaking， individuals as the object of service and 
political officials as the subject will lobby for lawmaking or rules and compete 
with each other on rent-seeking. As a result， it’s necessary for forming an 
efficient competition institution to regulate the competition behaviors in 
economic fields and officials’ behavior in political fields for conducting an 
equal dialogue between them.  
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